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Cross sections for the ' C(p,p')' C and ' N(p,p')' N reactions have been measured at E~ = 122 MeV.
Scattered protons were momentum analyzed in a dispersion-matched magnetic spectrograph and detected in

a helical-cathode position-sensitive proportional counter. Transitions to states in ' C at 4.44 MeV
(2+,T = 0), 12.71 MeV (1+,0), 15.11 MeV (1+,1), 16.11 MeV (2+,1), and in ' N at 2.31 IVleV (0+,1) and 3.95
MeV (1,0), are very useful for studying the spin-isospin dependence of the effective two-nucleon

interaction. Cross sections for these states from the present experiment and from earlier measurements at
185 MeV have been analyzed in the distorted-wave impulse approximation. Simultaneous consideration of
(e,e ) data for the same transitions helped to disentangle some nuclear-structure and reaction-mechanism

effects. The distorted-wave impulse approximation provides a good description of those transitions in "C
mediated predominantly by the S = T = 1 part of the effective interaction and also gives a reasonable

description of the S = T = 0 transitions in both nuclei. The mechanisms for excitation of the 12.71-MeV
state. in ' C (S = 1, T =0) and the $.31-MeV state in ' N (S =1, T = 1) remain a puzzle.

NUCLEAR REACTIONS ~ C, ~4NQ, p), (p,p'), E=122 MeV; measured 0(E&, 8);
resolution 100 keV; & = 6-60'. C 2'states deduced P2 DULIA analysis; micro-

scopic effective interaction with L ~ S, tensor, and exchange terms.

I. INTRODUCTION

A fundamental goal of nuclear physics is to re-
late nuclear structure and reaction dynamics to
the underlying nucleon-nucleon (X-X) interaction
Since this interaction is complicated and has other
awkward features such as a strong short-range
repulsion, it is necessary in practice to repre-
sent it by an effective interaction V"'. This in
turn must be tested and understood before nucleon-
nucleus scattering can be used as a detailed probe
of nuclear structure.

One approach to this might be the construction
of complex optical-model potentials from realistic
internucleon interactions and the comparison of
predicted cross sections with the extensive body
of elastic-scattering data. Although these pro-
cedures have received considerable impetus re-
cently from the work of several groups, "they
have the limitation that elastic scattering is not

selectively sensitive to each individual spin and
isospin component of the effective interaction.

On the other hand, inelastic-scattering and
charge-exchange reactions have the advantage,
particularly on light nuclei, that selection rules
and reaction dynamics often isolate a very few
components of V'". Bertsch et a/. ' have construc-
ted a V'" based on the shell-model C matrix and

this has been applied with generally satisfactory
results to nucleon data for energies less than 65
MeV. "4 Since the effective interaction is energy
dependent, ' complementary studies at different
energies or for different ranges of momentum
transfer will therefore enrich our understanding
of its components and also of nuclear structure.

In many ways intermediate energies such as
&00-200 MeV seem superior for such studies.
Resolution is still sufficient to permit separation
of many states of interest. The reaction dynamics
should also be considerably simpler since the im-
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portance of multistep processes' and resonances'
should be reduced and sensitivity to optical dis-
tortions will be smal. ler. . It is unforto. nate that
little is known about the effective interaction in
this energy range.

To the extent that the distorted-wave impulse
approximation (DWIA) is applicable, V'" is related
simply to the free nucleon-nucleon interaction. '
But the DWIA is not unquestionably valid near 100
MeV and only a. few tests of its adequacy have been
made. Moreover, as we shall see, empirical pro-
cedures for fixing V'" ar'e not useful at these
energies. The present study attempts to delineate
the range of validity of the impulse approximation
and to test a microscopic effective interaction
constructed for this energy range.

Inelastic nucleon scattering from "C and '~N

provides an excellent situation for studying these
issues. States are available which isolate most
individual combinations of spin and isospin trans-
fer and some which are also particularly sensitive
to the tensor force. Moreover, shell-model wave
functions are available for these states which re-
produce many of the known properties quite well. .
Since isospin is a rather good quantum number
for these light nuclei, the charge form factor,
which is determined rather well from high-quality
(e, e') data, is a good measure of both proton and
neutron transition densities. Although the large
oblate deformation of "C is often thought to create
unusual difficulties in interpretations of data, it
is found here that the problems are not very
severe and that "C is indeed a tractable nucleus.

This paper reports measurements of (P, p')
reactions on "C and N at an energy of 122 MeV.
Attention is focused on transitions to states that
correspond to rearrangements of the 1p-shell
nucleons. In "C these are the 2' state at 4.44
MeV (T = 0) and 16.11 MeV (T = 1), and the 1' states
at 12.71 MeV (T=O) and 15.11 MeV (T=1). In "N
the transitions are from the 1' (T =0) ground state
to the 0' (T = 1) state at 2.31 MeV and the 1' (T = 0)
state at 3.95 MeV. This selection spans the full
range of terms in V'", often with strong con-
straints on the number of significant components.
For example, the 15.11-MeV transition (S = T =1)
can be expected to be particularly sensitive to the
one-pion-exchange (OPE) part of the N Ninter--
actlon. The direct contributions to the other
transitions in "C might be more sensitive to the
exchange of mesons of larger mass and other
aspects of the short-range N-X interaction.

After a brief phenomenologieal interpretation of
the data, analysis will be made in terms of a
thoroughgoing treatment of an effective interaction
derived from elastic N-N data at 140 MeV and

applied in the DWIA. In order to study the energy

dependent of V'", analysis is also made of data
near 185 MeV taken from the literature. "

Studies similar to this have been carried out in
the past. "-" Our approach is somewhat more
a priori. We take the wave functions, the effective
interaction, and reaction dynamics as knomn and

inquire how mell the data are reproduced. Auxil-
iary studies on some of these items allow us to
reach specific conclusions regarding the corn
ponents oi V'".

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

A. Data acquisition

A beam of 122-MeV protons from the Indiana
University cyclotron bombarded targets of "C and
' N placed in a 61-cm-diameter scattering cham-
ber. The ".C target was of natural graphite with
a thickness of 11.3 mg/cm', while the "N target
consisted of about 5.8 mg/cm' of melamine eva-
porated onto backings of formvar and carbon with
a thickness of 25 p, g/cm'. A thick BN target
(26.9 mg/cm') was used to check the normaliza-
tion of the "N data.

Emerging protons were momentum analyzed in a
quadrupole-dipole-dipole-multipole magnetic
spectrograph operating in a dispersion-matched
mode and were detected in a helical-cathode,
position- sensitive pr oportional chamber. " This
chamber mas followed by two plastic scintillator
detectors of thicknesses 0.63 and 1.27 cm which
were used for particle identification. 'The solid
angle of the spectrograph mas about 1.5 msr
(+0.5' horizontally) at forward angles and 2.58 msr
(+1.0') for larger angles. For some of the elastic
scattering data, solid angles a factor of 10 smaller
were used at the forward angles.

The position of a particle in the focal plane was
determined from the time difference of signals
from the two ends of the helical-cathode wire.
Upon a triple coincidence between the helix and
the two scintillators, the position signal and the
signals from the scintillators E, and E, were
passed through an ADC system and processed by
the program DKQD)f'E~' in an on-line computer.
Protons were. selected digitally by imposing a con-
tour on a two-dimensional Ey vs & display The
dead time of the system was monitored by feeding
pulser signals triggered from the current inte-
grator through the entire system. Event rates
were kept to a few hundred per second and the
corresponding dead times were only a few percent.
The relative efficiency of the helix across its
length was checked and. monitored. The overall
energy resolution was typically 80-100 keV.

Special care was taken with the data acquisition
for "N. The state of principal interest lies low
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FIG. 4. Differential cross sections for the states of
C seen in the Q,p') reaction. The excitation energy of

each state is indicated. Error bars are shown when they
exceed the size of the data points.

of calibration reactions is normally obtained. "
'The absolute scale is believed to be reliable to
better than 470.

No effort has been made to interpret the data
for states other than those enumerated earlier.
Most have known J' assignments. " The broad
state at 15.3 MeV has been reported previously
and interpreted"" as having J'=2', T =0.

C. Data reduction for ~4N

A representative spectrum for "N(p, p')"N is
shown in Fig. 5. Angular distributions were ex-
tracted for the ground state and the excited states
at 2.31 and 3.95 MeV. States at higher excitation
energies are obscured by impurity peaks at many
angles. The angular distributions for scattering
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FIG. 6. Differential cross sections for Q, p') reactions
to excited states of ~4&.

III. COLLECTIVE MODEL INTERPRETATION

from "N, shown in Fig. 6, were normalized to
the cross sections for "C(p,p')"C (4.44 MeV) by
using the data of Fig. 4. The yields for this state
were observed simultaneously with that for the
"N states upon bombardment of the melamine
target. The normalization constant was compared
at 28 to an absolute cross-section scale deter-
mined by use of a thick BN target. The two nor-
malizations agreed to within 2%. Effects of deter-
ioration of the melamine target were less than
+3%. The overall cross-section scale is believed
accurate to within +5%. A tabulation of all the
cross sections has been deposited in the Physics
Auxiliary Publications Service.
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FIG. 5. Composite spectrum of protons scattered from
a melamine target at 26 . Peaks labeled C are from the

C component of the target and the remainder are from
'4N.

Since collective models have been applied fre-
quently to the excitation of "C, it is useful for
orientation purposes to make brief compa, risons
with the data. here. Although the focus of our study
is on microscopic interpretations, the underlying
intent of this section is to help gauge the relative
importance of various contributions. 'The para-
meters for the optical-model potential describing
122-MeV proton scattering from "C were obtained
in a companion study" and are listed in Table I.
The fit to the elastic-scattering data is shown in
Fig. 3.

A direct application of the conventional collective
model to the excitation of the 2' T = 0 state at 4.44
MeV gave agreement with the maximum cross
section near 20' for a deformation parameter ~P, ~
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TABLE I. The optical potentials used in the calculations. The potentials are defined by U(r)
=Vo(r) +&fs(r) +i Wfq(r) + V~(llr)(dldr) f„(r)1's, where Vz is the coulomb potential for a uni-
formly charged sphere f~(~) =1/(1+e"&) and z; =(z-8;)/a~ with Bq =~;A . Energies have units
Me V and lengths have units fm. The potentials are defined for use with relativistic kinematics
(see Ref. 21).

Particle Energy V +so CE.g tc

122
183
110

-18.3 1.20 0.65 -10.6 1.30 0.64 -18.3 0.90 0.50 1.2
-12.5 1.20 0.68 -13.1 1.20 0.61 -16.4 0.90 0.49 1.2
-68.0 1.20 0.62 -14.4 1.40 0.67 -11.0 0.90 0.50- 1.2

= 0.55. At larger angles the calculated curve fell
off much too steeply. When corrections for Cou-
lomb excitation and the deformation of the spin-
orbit potential were included, the value was re-
duced to ~f),

~

= 0.45. The deformed spin-orbitpoten-
tial also enhances the cross sections at the larger
angles. It is interesting to note that when the
Woods-Saxon potentials themselves were deformed
and the monopole part projected out, the best fit
to the elastic-scattering data was achieved for a
value p2= -0.44.

We may thus anticipate that at 122 MeV the
Coulomb and spin-orbit interactions may each
make about 10% corrections to the 2' T = 0 transi-
tion intensities and that the latter interaction may
be quite important for producing correct shapes
at large angles. In the same model, but without.
the corrections, the transition to the 2' T =1 state
at 16.11 MeV requires a value ~P, ~

= 0.085.
'The transitions to the 1' states may proceed by

L=0 and 2. 'The collective model allows the L=0
part to have both volume and surface-derivative
terms. " Satchler found that the L = 2 parts were
dominant for both the 12.71- and 15.11-MeV transi-
tions in "C induced by 46-MeV protons. " This
could raise serious problems in the present study.
Since the central terms of the microscopic effec-
tive interaction produce negligible L = 2 contribu-
tions, their dominance would have to result from
the tensor interaction. 'The sensitivity to the im-
portant central terms then might well be lost.

We find, however, that the situation is not so
disturbing at 122 MeV. In fact, both the 12.71-
and the 15.11-MeV states may be fitted (out to
about 30') with combinations of only the volume
and surface I =0 terms. The combinations did not
preserve the volume integral of the potential, but
oscillations of the diffuseness parameters" were
not included. The situation is ambiguous since
alternative combinations with L = 2 contributions
were also possible. However, in all cases, the
L =0 terms were the dominant ones, especially
for the 15.11-MeV transition. Some reasons re-
lating to reaction dynamics are offered in the
companion article" for the difficulties at 46 MeV.

IV. MICROSCOPIC DWIA CALCULATIONS

A. The effective interaction

+ v„(F, ff,)(v, 7',),
v»-(v»+v„, ~, r, )z,

ten
Via = (Vr+ Vr~rx "a)sza ~

S12 is the tensor operator

S„=3(f, r„)(f, r". )-(f»,

(2a)

(2b)

(2c)

(3)

All interaction strengths are functions of the
relative coordinate r». For these we use the
complex local coordinate-space representation of
the antisymmetrized on-shell t matrix reported
in Refs. 4 and 23. This V'" basically consists of
a sum of Yukawa terms with the three ranges

It has been suggested" that above -100-MeV
proton bombarding energy, the distorted-wave
impulse approximation might be appropriate for
interpreting nucleon-nucleus scattering. In the
DWIA, V'" is taken to be the free &-& t matrix.
When valid, the appeal of this appraoch is evident;
V'" may be regarded as known and attention ean
be focused directly on extracting nuclear structure
information. 'The objective of this section is to
assess empirically the validitiy of this approach
for a variety of nuclear transitions.

The use of the DWIA implies that the effects of
multiple scattering and multistep contributions are
either negligible or are well described by the dis-
torted waves. In a companion study" it was found
that, for relatively strong transitions, the effects
of a number of strong multistep processes are
accurately included in one-step calculations pro-
vided that one uses optical-model parameters
that reproduce the elastic scattering in a single-
channel approximation. Additional discussion of
multistep processes is given in Sec. VB.

The two-nucleon interaction may be written

ye ff ycentral + ysyin-orbi t + @tensor
12 12 12 12

where in more detail
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(0.25, 0.4, and 1.414 fm) chosen to reflect the ex-
change of various mesons. 'The tensor part of
V"~ has an r' X Yukawa form and the maximum
(third) range is O. V fm. The specific interaction
was constructed from the X-W scattering phase
shif ts at 140 MeV, ' an ene rgy that is intermediate
to the two cases considered here. The constraint
was imposed that only the U interaction has a
term with the longest range, corresponding to one-
pion exchange. This and the limitation on the
number of ranges are the main differences between
this interaction and that bf Picklesimer and
Walker. "

A rough criterion for neglecting knockon ex-
change terms is that kR»1 where k is the incident
momentum in fm ' and R denotes each of the
ranges. When this condition is met, V'" is in-
capable of transferring the required momentum
with appreciable amplitude. For the bombarding
energies considered here, jp-2-3 fm ' so that ex-
change terms may be expected to be important for
the short-range parts of V'". The exchange con-
tributions were calculated exactly with a modified
version of the code DWBA70. Relativistic kine-
matics was also gsed. The appropriate optical
potentials are givn in Table I.

The remainder of this section describes the
calculations based on shell-model wave functions
and the effective interaction in the DWIA. The
single-particle wave functions for the bound parti-
cles were of harmonic-oscillator form with an
oscillator parameter chosen to match the pro-
minent maxima of the longitudinal and transvers. e
form factors F~(q) and Er(q), respectively, ob-
tained from (e, e') experiments. " The parameters
for the various transitions are listed in Table II.
Wave functions constructed from Woods-Saxon po-
tentials may also be used. The results are gener-
ally rather insensitive to this choice, as well as
to reasonable variations of the Woods-Saxon para-
meters and binding energies.

B. Shell-model wave functions

C. The T= 1 states of C

1. The 1+ state at 15.11NeV

Since this state has unnatural parity and T = 1,
its excitation is mediated primarily by the V„
part of V'" whose origin is largely the OPE inter-
action. Figure 8 shows a comparison of the ex-
perimental data at 122 MeV and the DWIA calcu-
lations. Since both the peak value of IEr(q) I' and
the ground-state M1 radiative width" are under-

IO I I I I

J=2
10=~ '

IO
-2

10

lp-shell interaction of Cohen and Kurath (CKWF). 28

'The wave functions for "C and ' N were construc-
ted from the (8-16) POT and (8-16)2BME two-
body matrix elements, respectively. For the
2.31-MeV transition in "N we considered as an
alternative the wave functions determined by
Ensslin et al. 29 directly from (e, e') form factors
and other experimental data.

The most simple view of "C is that the p, /, orbit
is entirely filled and that the 2' and 1' states with
T = 0 and 1 are formed by promoting a single
nucleon to the p, /, orbit. However, for the CKWF,
the ground state has a population probability of
about 6.5P, /, particles, as do also the excited
states (the 16.11-MeV state actually contains
about 6.V p, &, particles). The main components
of the transition amplitudes involve both P3/

P y / 2 and P, /, -P, /, transitions. 'The effect on the
(p, p') cross sections is illustrated in Fig. 7.
These were calculated for a simple Yukawa inter-
action of 1 fm range. It is clear that a good de-
scription of the wave functions is essential. . The
main limitation of the CKWF is the truncation to
the 1p shell so that the collective effects on the
transitions will be underestimated.

One of the best shell-model descriptions for the
states of "C and "N is provided by the effective

TABLE II. The parameters for the harmonic-oscillator
bound-state wave functions, where the &

= 0 radial depen-
dence is given by -exp(-+2 p, r ).

Cl
E

IO

b

-5
10

C-K

-3
IO

—4
10

Nucleus

12C

AN

Final state

4.44
12.71
15.11
16.11
2.31
3.95

0.568
0.609
0.513
0.610
0.588
0.595

———pure j j

20 40
-6 "5

10 I I I I I IO I I

0 60 0 20 40.8, (deg j

FIG. 7. Cross sections of four states in ~ C for the
(p, p') reaction at 122 MeV resulting from pure single-
particle P3/2 p&/2 transitions and from the Cohen-Kur-
ath wave functions. The dashed curves for each J apply
to both transitions and the CK curves for J=1 agree.
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FIG. 8. DWIA calculations for the 15.11-MeV transi-
tion in C at two proton energies in comparison with the
data. The calculations include central (C), spin-orbit
(L S), and tensor (T) contributions and are renormalized
by a multiplicative factor of 1.3.

estimated by a factor of about 1.3 by the CKWF,
the calculated cross sections have been multiplied
by 1.3. It may be noted, however, that the CKWF
give the correct value of the ft value from P decay
which, like the (p, p') reaction, is dominated by
the spin contribution. 'The dashed curve is for
the central part of the force only; the solid curve
includes contributions from central, spin-orbit,
and tensor terms. The two-body spin-orbit inter-
action has a weak isovector part and is therefore
unimportant for this cross section. When the ten-
sor force is included the results are quite satis-
factory; without it, the shape of the calculated
cross section is in much poorer agreement with
the data.

The results are especially significant when one
notes that the transverse from factor given by the
CKWF agrees well in shape with that inferred
from (e, e') measurements" out to momentum
transfers of q-1.5 fm-', which for 122-MeV pro-
tons corresponds to -37 . A second peak" in

~Fr(q) ~' near 2 fm-' is very poorly described by
these wave functions and this deficiency shows up
in the predicted (p, p') results. It seems fairly
clear that the S=T=1 part of V'" is given reliably
by the free N-N t matrix as represented in Befs.
4 and 23, at least out to q

—1.5 fm-'.
Analogous calculations have been made at 185

MeV and these are compared with experimental
data from Ref. 8 in Fig. 8. As at 122 MeV, the
tensor force significantly improves the shape of
the calculated cross section. It is somewhat dis-
turbing that the shape is correctly predicted out to
only q-0.8 fm '. Modern and more complete data

Excitation of this state is in principle more
complicated than for the 1' state since both the

V, and V„ terms may contribute, in addition to
the V~, and V~, terms. ' The isyvector part of the
spin-orbit force is small and thus Vl, ~, contributes
relatively little. Also, at intermediate energies,
V„ is more important than V, so that the S=1 con-
tributions are at least as large as those for S = 0.
Since the tensor contributions remain large, we
are sensitive mainly to the same terms of V'" as
for the 1' state.

The wave function for this state is somewhat un-
certain. The S =1 part of the transition density is
sampled by Fr(q) in (e, e') experiments. Unfortu-
nately the shape of ~IFr(q) ~' is not reproduced in
detail by the CKWF." While the magnitude is
properly given for small q, the theoretical result
must be reduced by a factor -O.V in order to match
the experimental value at ihe peak. The relation-
ship of the experimental and theoretical ground-
state widths of this state is also unclear. - The
CKWF estimate is in reasonable agreement with
one recent measurement" and a factor of 2 larger
than anothe r." In any case, such a disc repancy
would not be as serious as it might initially appear
because the radiative decay is isovector E2 where-
as the (p, p') reaction proceeds mainly by the
S=T=1 terms.

Figure 9 shows a comparison of the 122-MeV
data and the DWIA calculations, the latter scaled
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FIG 9 Comparison of DULIA calculations with data
for the 16.11-MeV transition in C. See also the caption
for Fig. 8. The curves have been renormalized by 0.7
except for the dotted curves where unit normalization
for low momentum transfer is also shown.

for this OPE dominated transition would be de-
sirable. 'The disagreement at 185 MeV might also
reflect the greater departure in energy from that
of the 140-MeV t matrix being used.

2. The 2+ state in ~~C at 16.11Ne V
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down by a factor 0.7 corresponding to use of the
CKWF for large q. Again the tensor part is very
important in establishing the proper magnitude and

the spin-orbit part improves the shape at larger
angles.

Similar calculations have been made at 185 MeV
and are compared with experimental data, ' in Fig.
9. The data at this energy are much less definitive
than those at 122 MeV due to the larger errors
and the much smaller range of momentum trans-
fers. 'The calculated cross sections would appear
to need no renormalization, corresponding to the
predictions of the CKWF at low q." At both ener-
gies the general agreement of theory with experi-
ment for this transition is quite reasonable in view
of the somewhat imprecisely described transition
density.

D. fhe T= 0 stgtes Of C

1. The 2+ state at 4.44 NeV

The CKWF reproduce the shape of the longitudi. -
nal (e, e') form factor Ez(q) out to q-2 fm ~ but
the magnitude of the calculated IF~ ~' requires an
enhancement factor of 2 to match the data. 'The

calculated B(E2) for this transition requires an
enhancement factor of about 1.6. On the basis of
the (e, e') results the spin-independent part of the
transition density should be reliable out to q -2
fm ', which for (P, P') at E~ =122 (185) MeV corre-
sponds to 8, —50 (45').

As can be seen in Fig. 10 the calculated cross
sections at each bombarding energy are overesti-
mated with use of the average renormalization

factor of 1.8. 'The spin-orbit part of V'" is im-
portant at the larger angles and increases the
integrated cross section by -60%(-100%) at E,
=122 (185) MeV. The cross sections at these
larger angles are still considerably underesti-
mated relative to the forward peak.

Indirect but independent information is available
on the scalar-isoscalar part of V'" from folding-
model estimates of the central part of the optical
potential. 'The real part of the volume integral
(per nucleon) of the phenomenological optical po-
tential. agrees reasonably well with that of V'"
while the imaginary part is overestimated by about
a factor of 2. For this reason calculations were
also made in which the overall strength of the
imaginary part of V'" was reduced by a factor of
2. 'The shape of the calculated cross section is
only slightly altered but a renormalization of it by
a factor of -1.8 is now required, in good agree-
ment with the electromagnetic results. Expansion
of the shell-model basis space has been found to
produce good agreement for cross sections at 61
MeV without any renorma)ization. "

The relatively poor shape of the calculated cross
section for q ~1.2 fm-' may indicate the need for a
larger S = 1 component in the transition density.
(It may be noted that the shapes of the experi-
mental cross sections for this state and for the
16.11-MeV state, which is dominated by S = 1, are
quite similar. ). 'fhe CKWF do not represent the
shape of the relevant transition density IEr(q) ~'

from (e, e') experiments very well and the calcu-
lated magnitude is low by a factor of 3." Another
possibility is that coupled-channels effects are
beginning to show up at larger angles. "
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FIG. 10. Comparison of DWIA calculations with data
for the 4.44-MeV transition in ~~C. See also the caption
of Fig. 8. Coulomb excitation (CE) is included. The
dotted curves are for a calculation in which the imagin-
ary part of the. central interaction was reduced by a
factor of 2 (C'). The renormalization of 1.8 accounts
for known core-polarization effects.

2. The 1+ state at 12.71 Ne V

With an oscillator parameter chosen to reproduce
the peak positions of the (e, e') transverse form
factor, the CKWF underestimates ~Er(q) ~' by
roughly a factor of 4. An earlier (e, e') measure-
ment of the electromagnetic width reported" a,

value of 0.35 eV which is also much larger than
the value 0.113 eV given by the CKWF. 'The very
small calculated width and form factor are due to
isoscalar M1 suppression in self-conjugate nuclei
and in addition to a cancellation of spin and orbital
contributions. It makes these transitions very
sensitive to isovector impurities in the wave func-
tions. " The (p, p') reaction may be less sensitive
to such impurities since the relative contributions
f rom spin and current densities may be quite
different, even though the ratio of central iso-
vector to isoscalar coupling strengths is large
and comparable to (for small momentum trans-
fers) the analogous ratio for the (e, e') reaction.
Explicit calculations based on the mixing coeffi-
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cients proposed in Refs. 30 and 33 showed that
the effects of isospin mixing were entirely negligi-
ble, changing the 1' (P,P') cross sections by 5%
or less.

The CKWF are not only clearly inadequate for a
satisfactory description of the electromagnetic
excitation of this state, but are also inadequately
tested by (e, e') data with respect to their reli-
ability for use in (p, p') calculations. This is to
be contrasted with the excitation of the T = 1 state
at 15.1 MeV which has a large S = 1 isovector
transition density (and a weak current term) so
that (e, e') experiments yield a relatively reliable
measure of the transition density sampled by
(p, p').

Figure 11 shows a comparison between the cal- '

culated and measured (p, p') cross sections at
E, = 122 MeV. The experimental cross sections
are not well described in the DWIA. The large
and predominantly isovector tensor force, which
was derived from the Sussex oscillator matrix
elements and which also describes the N-N g

matrix reasonably well, overestimates the cross
sections at small angles without reproducing the
shoulder in the experimental cross section near
40'. Figure 11 also illustrates the strong sensiti-
vity of this transition (unlike most T = 1 transi-
tions) to the particular representation of the ten-
sor part of the I; matrix. In particular the curve
labeled C+L,S+T', for which the tensor interac-
tion was obtained from a detailed fit' to the mo-
mentum components (q ~2 fm ') of the f matrix,
describes the shape of the experimental cross
section quite well forward of 30'. This angle
corresponds to q-1.2 fm-', just where ~Er(q) ~'

has a strong minimum. The magnitude of the
calculated cross section forward of 30' is, how-

ever, still too large by 50-60%.
Since the tensor force contributes primarily

through the exchange terms for this state, the
difference between the two tensor forces con-
sidered is likely due to their differences near
q-2. 2 fm-' where the Sussex-based ("detailed
fit") tensor force is larger (smaller) than the
actual N-N t matrix. Except for the 2.31-MeV
transition in "N, none of the other transitions
considered here are particularly sensitive to the
choice of tensor force in this range of momentum
transfer.

Analogous calculations have been made at 185
MeV and these are compared with experimental
data in Fig. 11. At this energy, where only for-
ward angle data are available, a reasonable de-
scription of the data is obtained without renor-
malization. The shape of the cross section is also
reasonably well reproduced, with a preference
for the Sussex-based tensor force for 8, ~15'.
At smaller angles (8, ~ 10') the "detailed fit"
tensor force is clearly preferred. As is seen in

Fig. 11, the shage of the experimental cross sec-
tion is given best with no tensor force; in this case
the magnitude is 50% too small. The difference in
normalizations required at the two energies studied
here is not understood but may reflect the de-
creasing importance of multistep processes with
increasing bombarding energy. This is discussed
further in Sec. VB. The predicted asymmetries
for each of the tensor forces considered here are
relatively large and good data should discriminate
between them.

E. The states of ~4N

1. The 0+ state at 2.31 Ne V
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FIG. 11. Gomparison of DWIA calculations and data
for the 12.71-MeV transition in G. See also the cap-
tion for Fig. 8. The dash-dot curve shows the result of
a calculation that used the "detailed-fit" tensor inter-
action (T'). Renormalization of that curve by 0.64 would

cause it to pass through most data points out to 30'.

At first glance the transition to this state should
be rather like that for the 15.11-MeV state in "C
since the transfer quantum numbers (S = T = 1) are
the same and the same parts of V'" can contribute.
However, this transition is known"'" to be quite
sensitive to the isovector part of the tensor force
and is therefore especially suitable for testing that
portion of V'".

The sensitivity arises from the extremely small
transition density at small momentum transfers,
where the central part of V'" dominates, together
with the relatively greater importance of the ten-
sor part of V"' at larger momentum transfers. '"
This is an essential property of any wave function
that is consistent with the strongly inhibited
Gamow-Teller matrix element for the analogous
P decay of '4C.

This property is illustrated in Fig. 12 where the
quantity
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FIG. 12. The transition density in momentum space for
the 2.31-MeV transition in N. Shown are L= 0 and 2
components for the CKWF and the wave functions given
in Ref. 19. The L= 0 component of the latter has been
multiplied by an extra factor of 10.

M, (q)=(Z, gj (gr,.)r „(Q,, F,.)r;., Z,) (4)
t

is plotted in arbitrary units for both the CKWF and
the more recent wave functions deduced from
electron scattering. " 'The oscillator parameter
of 0.588 fm-' is not well determined. The tensor
T~,~ is constructed from a spherical harmonic of
rank L and a Pauli spin operator. M~~ is pro-
portional to that part of the transverse-magnetic
form factor for electron scattering which may be
attributed to the spin density. The amplitude for
each orbital (L) and total (j) angular momentum
transfer to the target in the (P, P') reaction is
proportional to M«. Here 2=1 with L =0, 2. 'The

wave functions deduced from electron scattering"
(and other constraints) are seen to yield L =0 and
L = 2 transition densities that are considerably
weaker than those of the CKWF. 'The latter are
known to overestimate both the (e, e') cross sec-
tion and the L =0 P-decay rate.

In Fig. 13 the (p, p') cross sections at E, =122
MeV are compared with DWIA calculations for
each set of wave functions described above.
Auxiliary calculations show that the central ex-
change contributions cancel about 95/q of the cen-
tral direct cross section and the L =2 transfers to
the projectile" are rather small. The angular
distribution at this stage is relatively flat out to
about 30-35'. Interference with the tensor force
produces the. minimum in the 15-20' region. Near
e, -30' (q=1.3 fm ') the contribution of the ten-

ec m (deg)

FIG. 13. Comparison of DWIA calculations and data
for the 2.31-MeV transition in N. See also the captions
for Figs. 8, 11, and 12.

sor force is roughly 5 times that of the central
force. Although none of the results are very satis-
factory, the magnitude of the second peak is only
given correctly when the wave functions con-
strained by (e, e') are used. This is a direct con-
sequence of the relative sizes of M»(q) for the two
sets of wave functions.

At this point it should be stressed that the (e, e')
data" on which the (e, e') wave functions are based
only cover momentum transfers corresponding
(in the plane-wave approximation) to scattering
angles between -15 and -30', a region where, on
the basis of the above calculation for the 1' state
"C at 15.11 MeV, the N-N effective interaction
used here appears adequate. Unlike the transition
in "C which is dominated at small q by a relatively
large L = 0, S =1 transition density, contributions
from multistep processes cannot be ruled out for
this weak transition in "N, particularly for small
q where matrix elements involving the nuclear
current dominate. That this may in fact be so is
discussed in Sec. VB.

There is also noticeable sensitivity to the tensor
terms as is shown by the curve in Fig. 13 for the
(e, e') wave functions and the "detailed fit" tensor
interaction. Unfortunately, the possible inter-
ference with multistep processes makes a prefer-
red choice here somewhat difficult.

'The inhibition of small-momentum transfers
suggests that in using this reaction to test effective
forces, relatively greater emphasis should be
placed on describing the second maximum. It is
worth noting that this maximum appears at a
constant momentum transfer 1.5+ 0.1 fm ' and has
a constant cross section 22+ 2 pb/sr over the
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range of bombarding energies 30-122 MeV." One
may suggest the need for additional (e, e') data for
this state out to somewhat larger momentum
transfers (q&2 fm-') in order to define the magni-
tude of the transition density over the peak more
precisely.

Effects of admixtures from the 2s-1d shell were
studied by using the extended CKWF (CKSD) given
in Tables I and III of Ref. 38. The vanishing
Gamow-Teller P-decay matrix element is achieved
with these wave functions by strong cancellation
between the p-shell and sd-shell contributions so
that M»(q) is much smaller for small q than given
by the CKWF; the M»(q) for the CKSD is, how-

'

ever, very similar in shape but 0.86 times the
size of that for the CKWF. The calculated (p, p')
cross section using the CKSD is almost identical
in shape to that obtained by using the (e, e') wave
functions but is -2.3 times as large at the peak.
'This accurately reflects the peak values of the
corresponding M»(q) but still yields a poor de-
scription of the data.

2. The 1+ state at 3.95 NeV

This transition is perhaps the most complicated
of all. Since it is between two 1' states, three J
transfers are allowed. However, the J=2 con-
tribution is much larger than that for J=1 and the
J= 0 contribution is negligible. Both the Vo and

V, parts of the V'" can contribute, as well as the

Vl ~ and V~„ terms.
The Z= 2 transition density is roughly 30% larger

for S =1 than for S =0. This is in sharp contrast
with the excitation of the 2' Z' = 0 state in "C at
4.44 MeV where the CKWF give an S =1 transition
density that is negligible compared to that for S
=0. The situation is reminiscent of the 16.11-MeV
transition in "C. An important diff e rence, how-
ever, is that the "N transition is isoscalar and

V, is much weaker than V, so that sensitivity to
the S = 1 transition density is not very large. In
summary, then, the 3.95-MeV transition in "N
might be expected to be reasonably similar to the
4.44-MeV transition in "C.

Empirically, the peak cross sections for these
two states imply B(E2)& = 3.5 e' fm4 for the '4N

transition, based on a value" B(E2)4 = 39 e' fm'
for the 4.44-MeV transition in "C. 'The recent
(e, e') experiment of Ensslin et al. 29 yielded B(E2)4
=3.4+0.3 e' fm' for "N. An independent lifetime
measurement, " together with known M1/E2 mixing
ratios and branching ratios, " resulted in a value
3.3+ 0.2 e' fm'. The CKWF used here give B(E2) t

=1.7 e' fm' so that an upward renormalization of
the (g, p') calculations by a value of about 2 is
expected.

In Fig. 14 an enhancement of the calculated cross
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FIG. 14. Comparison of DWIA calculations and data
for the 3.95-MeV transition in 4g. See also the captions
for Figs. 8, 10, and 11.

section (solid curve) by only 10%%uo would have been
required to match the experimental. cross section.
The shape of the angular distribution is reasonably
well reproduced. Just as for the 4.44-MeV state
in "C, calculations have also been made in which
the imaginary coupling was reduced by a factor of
2. 'The shape of the calculated cross section is
slightly worse, but the magnitude is in better
agreement with the data.

The dashed curve in Fig. 14 shows the calculated
cross section when the "detailed fit" tensor force
is used and the imaginary coupling is also reduced
by a factor of 2. 'This gives the best agreement
of all. Until the S = 1,J= 2 part of the transition
density and the large-momentum components of
the tensor force are better understood it is diffi-
cult to draw more definitive conclusions. An (e, e')
measurement of the transverse E2 form factor
could in principle give more precise information
on the S=1 pa, rt of the transition density, but this
would likely be dominated by the M1 component.

V. ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

A. Simpler approaches

The magnitude and complexity of the calculations
in Sec. IV raise the question whether a simpler
approach might be possible. It has already been
made clear that accurate wave functions are es-
sential. Indeed it is the purpose of such studies
eventually to learn more details about nuclear wave
functions. Since the exact treatment of knockon
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TABLE III. Strengths (MeV) of a simple 1-fm Yukawa
or l.s-fm Gaussian interaction for inelastic proton scat-
tering to states of C. Volume integrals in units MeVfm
are given in parentheses. Core-polarization enhancement
factors (see Sec. IV) have not been factored from the
numbers.

Term
Excitation

energy Gaussian

Vp

V~
V~

Va~

4 44
12.71
16.11
15.11

45 (57O)
-14 (1so)

17 (210)
14 (180)

18 {580)
-6 (190)

6.7 (210)
6.0 (190)

exchange is the most time-consuming-part of these
calculations, it might be hoped that an appropriate
pseudopotential for use in conventional computer
programs might be sufficiently accurate. Such
approaches are also necessary for investigating
the importance of more complex reaction mech-
anisms.

Following Austin, "it is attractive to consider a
simple N-N interaction consisting of a real, cen-
tral interaction with a Yukawa radial dependence
having a range of 1 fm. The strengths and volume
integrals needed to fit the cross sections of the
four states of "C discussed in Sec. IV are listed
in Table III. 'The CK wave functions were used.
The calculated curves were normalized to the data
for the best overall visual agreement for angles
less than about 35'. The fits are quite satisfactory
in this range for all but the 12.71-MeV state. The
calculated curve for this resembles the solid curve
in Fig. 11 and it was normal. ized similarly.

For comparison a Gaussian radial dependence
-exp(-x'/b') with b=1.8 fm was also tried. This
value of the range parameter produces about the
same mean-square radii as the Yukawa interaction.
'The calculated angular distributions for the 2'
states peak at 20' and fall off more rapidly than
for the Yukawa case so the fitting was confined to
smaller angles. 'The interaction strengths are
again listed in Table III.

Unfortunately, while this approach is useful at
lower energies, it is of dubious validity here. It
has been shown that the spin-orbit and tensor parts
of the N-N interaction are quite important at inter-
mediate energies for most of these transitions so
that the phenomenological extraction of strengths
is subject to much uncertainty. Furthermore, no
Yukawa or Gaussian form with a single range can
come close to reproducing the shape of the 12.71-
MeV transition. Even in zero range, the calculated
curve decreased much too steeply at forward
angles. Sophisticated treatments of the radial
dependence are therefore essential.

It might be possible, however, to use the micro-
scopic interaction described in See. IV in computer
codes that do not evaluate the exchange contribu-
tions exactly and to use an appropriate pseudopo-
tential'"'4' for these. To explore this issue many
of the above calculations wexe repeated with the
progI ams DWUCK4 and CHUCK3. " The exchange
pseudopotential was available only for the central
part of V'". The tensor interaction was also
slightly different from that in Sec. IV since these
programs use a regularized OPEP form. Neither
program has a microscopic L S interaction, al-
though DWUCK4 had been modified to handle a de-
formed-spin-orbit coupling potential in the Oak
Ridge form.

In general this approach was moderately suc-
cessful. It became clear though that no shortcuts
were possible. Both the even and odd parts of the
two-body interaction were necessary, as were also
the exchange pseudopotential, the imaginary parts
of the form factors, the tensor interaction, arid a11
L and S transfers. In specific eases some of these
ingredients were not too important, but it is hard
to know these cases in advance.

The best representation was for the 15.11-MeV
txansition in "C. Here the imaginary form factor
was small. The exchange-terms reduced the cross
section due to the central direct terms by about an
order of magnitude, reflecting the inclusion of odd-
state forces. The tensor terms fine tuned the
shape by allowing projectile L = 2 amplitudes to
contribute slightly. With everything included the
calculations were nearly identical to the results of
the DWBA70 program. It thus seems that such an
approach may be feasible for transitions dominated
by the OPE process. Even the 2.31-MeV transi-
tion in '4N was reproduced nearly perfectly for
angles &20'. At smaller angles, the dip near 15'
was deeper and the 0' cross section was larger.

The situation was not so good for the 2' excita-
tions in "C. Also, the worst case was the 12.71-
MeV isoscalar spin-flip transition. Here the final
cross sections were an order of magnitude below
the DWBA7o calculations, although the angular
dependence was similar. It is difficult to assess
the reasons for the difficulties. It is known, how-
ever, that the exchange contributions of the tensor
interaction are frequently very important. They
could not be included in these alternate calcula-
tions.

Since a microscopic L ' S interaction was not
available in these programs, consideration was
given to the use of a collective spin-orbit coupling
potential. Figure 15 shows a comparison of central
and spin-orbit cross sections for the 2 T = 0 state
of "C as calculated with the collective and micro-
scopic models. The deformed spin-orbit potential
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FIG. 15. Results of collective-model and microscopic-
model calculations of the cross sections for the central
and spin-orbit contributions to the excitation of the 4.44-
MeV state in C. A deformation parameter p = —0.6
was used for the collective model.

was of the full Thomas form. The Oak Ridge
form44 produced a distinctively different shape and
the combined result was rather less satisfactory.

It should be stressed that all comparisons were
made with respect to cross sections. The mode-
rate success in this regard does not extend to
polarizations. For these the full treatment, with
the L ' S interaction, is essential.

B. Multistep processes

A final concern in the comparison of theory with
experiment is the possibility of multistep pro-
cesses. It is argued in Ref. 21 that, at interme-
diate energies, an optical potential that fits pro-
ton elastic-scattering data embodies many effects
of the couplings to other channels. Nevertheless,
individual features of some multistep processes
may still remain.

Two types of multistep processes were consider-
ed. In the first case, cross sections for the 1'
states in "C were computed for excitations that
proceeded through the strong 2' T =0 state. The
CKWF were used throughout and the amplitude for
the 0'-2' step was renormalized in order to match
the experimental cross sections. Also, the V,
interaction for the 2' -1' (T = 0) step was adjusted
to increase the cross sections by compensating
for the deficiency noted in Sec. VA. These calcu-
lations produced at most 4 and 2 pb/sr at 0' for
the 12.'Vl- and 15.11-MeV states, respectively,
several orders of magnitude below the data.

The second case dealt with pickup-stripping

processes through the states of "C or "N. The
CKWF were used for all spectroscopic amplitudes.
A folded potential of the Johnson-Soper type" was
used for the deuteron channels, with parameters
based on the energy systematics" of proton scat-
tering from "C. These zero-range calculations
included the common correction terms for non-
locality and finite range. with parameters selected
in accordance with exact finite-range calculations
of the "C(p, d)"C ground-. state transition. Even
though experimental cross sections" for the (p, d)
reaction were -reproduced well, there is no as-
surance that the two-step eaa.culations have the
correct magnitude. Quite possibly they are over-
estimated due to finite-range and nonorthogonality
effects.4'

The shapes of the (p, d, p) two-step cross sec-
tions at 122 MeV were typically peaked at 0' and
fell off fairly rapidly with angle, much like one-
step (p, d) cross sections. There was generally
a fair amount of cancellation among the paths
through different intermediate states (three states
in "C and five in "N). Maximum cross sections of
about 60, 100, and '70 pb/sr were found for the
states at 12.71, 15.11, and 16.11 MeV in "C, re-
spectively, with these being at 0' for the 1' states
and 23' for the 2' state. For "N the maximum
two-step cross section was about 15 gb/sr for
angles less than 20 .

It is clear that while the two-step cross sections
are not large, they could be important for the
12.V1- and 2.31-MeV transitions. These are the
ones described least well by the DWIA calculations.
Even the 2' T =1 state in "C may not be free of
concern. Since the transition amplitudes computed
by the DWBA7O program are in a different (i.e. ,
helicity) convention from that of CHUCK3, inter-
ference effects have not been explored in detail.
Preliminary studies with the one-step amplitudes
as represented by CHUCK3 indicate that some im-
provements in fitting the data are possible. Un-
certainties about the details of the (p, d, p) calcu-
lations as well as about the accuracy of the com-
plex phases in the CHUCK3 representation of the
one-step paths preclude further conclusions at
this time.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The DWIA calculations of the "C(p,p')"C cross
sections are based on several implicit experi-
mental constraints: (a) The effective t matrix is
taken from phase-shift fits to N-N scattering
data; (b) the shell-model effective interaction is
determined by fitting to experimental energy
levels; (c) the optical-model parameters are
determined by fitting proton elastic- scattering
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data; (d) bound-state harmonic-oscillator para-
meters are determined from (e, e') data of longi-
tudinal and transverse form factors; and (e) re-
normalizations have been made to correct for
known deficiencies of the shell-model wave func-
tions. Within this environment the calculations
have no adjustable parameters. The comparisons
with data are remarkably good and satisfying,
particularly over the range of. . momentum transfer
where the wave functions are in good accord with
electron-scattering form factors. Apart f rom
known deficiencies (see Sec. IVD 1), the impulse
approximation seems to work rather well.

'The best agreement occurs for the V„part of
V'", which is dominated by the OPE process, at
least for momentum transfers q~ 1.5 fm '. "The

V, and tensor parts also seem to be described
fairly well. The enhancement factor required to
match the data for the 2' T =0 state of "C is related
primarily to the truncation of the shell-model
space to the 1p shell, "although there is good rea-
son to believe that the imaginary part of V, is too
large. The tensor terms of the effective inter-
action plays an important role in the excitation of
the 16.11-MeV state in "C and the 2.31-MeV state
in '4N. In both cases there are also important
contributions from other terms and some uncer-
tainty about the precise wave functions.

The study here does not shed much light on the

V, and V, interactions. 'The former. might be ex-
pected to be most important for the 16.11-MeV
transition, but it turns out that, with the CKWF,
the S = 1 transition density and V„ terms dominate.
It appears, however, . not to be far from correct.
The coordinate-space representation of the S = 1,
T = 0 two-body interaction is poorly determined and
is quite noisy. 'The volume integral of the real
part is quite small and its mean square radius is

negative. 4 'The calculations for the 12.71-MeV
state in "C are not very satisfactory, although
there is substantial sensitivity to the tensor force
and probably also to (p, d, p) multistep contribu-
tions.

It is unfortunate that knockon exchange is still
an important consideration at these energies.
Calculations that use a pseudopotential were mo-
derately successful for cross sections but not for
polarization quantities. 'The exchange contribu-
tions should decrease at higher energies and it is
possible that the tensor and spin-orbit terms may
eventually decrease also.

Additional (e, e') data for large q would be very
beneficial in order to provide a more thorough
foundation for the (p, p') calculations. Also (p, p')
data on "C and "N in the 200-400 MeV range would

provide a basis for useful extensions of techniques
described here. There is some reason to hope
that multistep processes" and exchange terms
will be less important there and that the sensitivity
to the ingredients of V'" will be more direct. If
so, our knowledge and understanding of effective
interactions should be enriched considerably.
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